Meet the 2011 U.S. Presidential Scholars in the Arts

Delali A. Aylvor
Winner in Writing
Houston, TX

India N. Carney
Winner in Voice
Brooklyn, NY

Isabela Dos Santos
Winner in Cinematic Arts
Weston, FL

Victoria N. Ford
Winner in Writing
Greenville, SC

Lee R. Heinemann
Winner in Visual Arts
Kansas City, MO

Amber L. Holloway
Winner in Writing
Tuscaloosa, AL

Kevin Hong
Winner in Writing
Needham, MA

Kevin Hu
Winner in Music
Naperville, IL

Blake T. Krapels
Winner in Dance
Woodland Park, NJ

Priscilla M. Lancaster
Winner in Visual Arts
Chicago, IL

Ryan McCartan
Winner in Theater
Excelsior, MN

Daniel R. McGrew
Winner in Voice
Orange, CA

Jessica C. Miller
Winner in Theater
Rock Hills, SC

Zachary M. Ostroff
Winner in Jazz
Belvedere, CA

Colby A. Parker
Winner in Music
Statesboro, GA

Maxwell P. Perkins
Winner in Dance
Wilmette, IL

Tyler R. Rabinowitz
Winner in Cinematic Arts
Wellington, FL

Daniel F. Stanfill
Winner in Voice
Manhattan Beach, CA

Conrad Y. Tao
Winner in Music
New York, NY

Samuel M. Teeter
Winner in Writing
Topeka, KS